GOVERNMENT OF NAGALAND  
DIRECTORATE OF LABOUR  
New Capital Complex  
NAGALAND: :KOHIMA  

NO.LBR/TECH-61/2013 // Dated Kohima, the th Oct, 2016  

CIRCULAR  

As per report received from Election Commissioner of the Dimapur District Truck Drivers Welfare Trade Union (DDTDWTU), the following newly elected office bearers headed by president Shri Kaiho H. Zhimomi have been elected for the tenure 2016-2019.  

1. President :- Shri Kaiho H. Zhimomi  
2. Vice President :- (i) Shri Atovi Swu  
   (ii) Shri Kuhoi Zhimomi  
3. General Secretary :- Shri Suren Atobo  
4. Asst. Gen. Secretary :- Shri Vijay  
5. Finance Secretary :- Shri Hekiyce H  
6. Treasurer :- Shri A. Rahman  
7. Information Secretary :- (i) Shri Dipe Chakesang  
   (ii) Shri Nokul Mech  
   (iii) Shri Kelousetuo  

In this regard, any objection/ suggestion from any bonafide members of DDTDWTU against the declaration of the office bearers for the tenure 2016-19 may be submitted in written to the Registrar of Trade Unions, Nagaland Kohima within 7 (seven) days from the date of publication of this circular.

Sd/- ( Er. L. NUNGSHIYANGER AIER )  
Labour Commissioner  
Cum Registrar of Trade Unions,  
Nagaland, Kohima.  
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